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Summary

When a baby is born, their parents go on a bureaucratic Odyssey. It starts at the Register Office: the parents make an appointment by telephone, and then meet the registrar with a paper form of identification to prove who they are. They then receive a paper birth certificate for their baby. A succession of long paper forms follow, to get a passport, Child Benefit and tax credits, moving on to appointments made over the telephone to see doctors and health visitors. It is technologically entirely possible to make each of these exchanges simpler, faster and cheaper to administer. But it is organisationally hard. This report is about the organisational challenges that government must tackle to make a success of digital government, and what all government leaders – not just digital leaders – should do to address them.

While four out of five adults in Great Britain use the internet every day,¹ only two-thirds have ever transacted online with government.² Making a success of digital government means getting more people to do their business with government online, which means more and better online services – for example, providing a single, joined-up online service to register a new baby, rather than asking parents to navigate the boundaries of local and central government and the National Health Service (NHS). It also means improving the services that run behind the scenes so that manual processing becomes a thing of the past – so Child Benefit claims, for example, do not take up to 12 weeks to process. These types of changes could lead to big savings – we estimate between £1.3 and £2 billion (bn) by 2020.

In 2011, government promised us a leap into the digital future, with ‘world class digital products that meet people’s needs and offer better value for taxpayers’ money’.³ Government is not a start-up – it is liable to inch forward rather than leap – but progress has been made. In May 2016, 1.3 million people registered to vote online.⁴ Paper tax discs in windscreens are a thing of the past; so, one day, might be tax returns. But, given a history of faltering or failed information technology (IT) projects – from e-borders, to electronic patient records, to the first phase of Universal Credit – government cannot take for granted that it will be able to realise these benefits. Since the year 2000, over £10bn has been spent on government IT projects that did not provide their intended benefits.⁵

Taking digital government to the next level will require sustained attention. This is not currently in evidence. Ministers are distracted by preparing for Brexit and the leadership of government departments often do not understand what needs to be done to implement digital changes.

For this report, we looked at five public sector organisations at different stages of digital development. We found many dedicated staff doing good work, and encouraging signs for the future. We also identified five challenges that need to be addressed across departments to make digital government a success, and these are set out below.
Moving from small changes to transformation

In 2010, the new Coalition Government made a break with the past. It brought new people in to set up the Government Digital Service (GDS) in the Cabinet Office. Government websites were brought together into GOV.UK and large IT outsourcing contracts became subject to strict controls. This started the process of bringing more people with digital skills into government, who were sent across government to help introduce new digital services.

There was a lot of conflict and resistance to change, some failure and some success. Departments started to build their own digital capability. The challenge now is to move from relatively small changes to start to make the big changes – often called ‘transformation’ – that will really improve services and save money. These changes will extend far beyond the remit of the chief information or digital officers. Making it happen requires a big increase in the capability of the leadership of departments and agencies.

Recommendation

Understanding digital transformation needs to be part of the preparation of civil servants for leadership roles. The expansion of the Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) Digital Academy is a welcome first step towards equipping government leaders. The following further steps are necessary:

- The head of the Civil Service should ensure that leaders of departments take time to learn from experienced public and private sector peers about how to lead digital transformation.
- The Major Projects Leadership Academy should prepare officials for managing transformation programmes, most of which will include a significant digital component.

Bringing policy and implementation together

Whitehall has a long tradition of making policy without sufficient attention being given to the practicalities of implementation. Digital projects have been no exception. New digital approaches can help to address the policy–implementation gap, by bringing user research and constant adaptation to the fore. But digital and policy specialists need to work together, not in relay.

Recommendation

The Whitehall heads of profession for policy, and for digital, data and technology, should publish guidance on making policy that uses digital technology and methods.

Tackling IT legacies

Some big public services run on computers from the 1980s. These legacy systems are slow, keep data fragmented and prevent services from being joined up. New IT is more flexible and can work as an ecosystem, rather than as a series of silos, creating economies of scale and joined-up services. Bringing IT in-house by ending large contracts is often necessary to make these changes. As Iain Patterson – former chief technology officer of the Driver & Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA) – put it, ‘you can’t transform what you don’t control’. There are risks in changing systems but it is a necessary step towards digital government.
Adapting traditional governance to digital projects

Whitehall’s traditional approach to the control and assurance of projects (governance) was to lock down requirements at the start of a project, set a timetable, and then progress in a linear fashion from design to implementation (in a ‘waterfall’). But the digital world has found that people do not know what they want until they see it, and that locking down requirements early on leads to software that people do not want to use. So they develop prototypes, testing them frequently with users, and adapting them quickly (hence ‘agile’).

The arrival of digital technology has not removed the competing objectives and complex accountabilities of government, and teams must often recognise that they are part of a big programme with numerous interconnections. But governance of agile projects requires a specialist understanding of how they work.

Recommendation

Learning how to best control and check the progress of digital projects (their governance) should be a core part of professional development for senior roles across the Civil Service, so that standards in this area are lifted.

Building a digitally capable workforce, and keeping it

Decades of outsourcing left government without the staff with the technical skills needed to make transformative change. This is compounded by a highly competitive labour market – particularly in and around London – and a ‘Whitehall merry-go-round’, which sees departments poaching each other’s staff. As one of our interviewees put it, ‘literally everyone is begging for people’.

Recommendation

Government should promptly conclude its review of reward structures and career paths for digital specialists and commit to implementing its recommendations. The head of digital, data and technology professions and the chief people officer should press ahead with developing the digital profession. The Cabinet Office (including GDS) and departments should accelerate building centres of digital expertise outside London.

The role of the centre

We found that GDS has played an important role in bringing new digital capability into government. But, in the absence of a new digital strategy, its role is unclear. GDS needs to re-equip itself to support a government that now has rapidly developing digital capability, and high ambitions for change.

Recommendation

The government digital strategy should define the roles of departments, agencies and GDS in addressing the challenges outlined in this report. In addition:
GDS should continue to set, support and enforce central standards for user experience and to ensure interoperability. Given the increasing risk of cyber-attacks, setting, supporting and enforcing security standards is a high priority for the centre of government.

The head of function for digital, data and technology should continue to oversee the appointment of digital leaders, sitting on appointment panels for key appointments.

GDS should use its expertise and strategic overview of government to identify priority work and capability gaps, and deploy teams into departments to support their work where necessary.

GDS should place less emphasis on developing applications for cross-government use, only doing so where the market does not provide good options.

Departments and agencies, supported by GDS, need to work together more closely to develop joined-up services and identify large savings.

This report is for anyone who is interested in learning how government can make this transformation happen.
1. Context

The changing face of computing

The digital changes that started in 2010 with the Coalition Government were the latest in a long series of efforts to make government more effective through IT – there have been computers in government for as long as there have been computers.

But the internet has changed things. As we wrote in our 2011 report, System Error:

Computing is currently undergoing a fourth wave of change. The first wave (1956–1976) saw the introduction of centralised mainframe computers, the second (1976–1992) saw the rise of personal computers, which evolved into a third wave of networked computing (1992–2008).

Online (or ‘e-’) government appeared in the third wave, allowing citizens to interact with government via the internet, accessing information or filling out forms. Now, more robust and ubiquitous computer networks have opened up even greater possibilities. They have ushered in a fourth wave, which government describes as ‘digital’.

It is no longer necessary for IT systems to operate in isolation – a single system, for a single process. It is now possible to create ecosystems, where data and processes are shared. Within such ecosystems, formerly discrete systems and processes can be joined up, creating economies of scale, and more holistic, person-centred services (like the hypothetical ‘my new baby’ online service). New services can be built or changed rapidly.

Organisations that are structured to make the most of these technological advances are similarly designed to allow working across boundaries and swift decision making. Prototypes and testing replace detailed planning, producing usable outputs rapidly.

Government cannot make the most of these technologies and working practices by doing the same things slightly differently – it must make fundamental changes. ‘Digital transformation’ implies transformation at several levels:

- **services**: from paper passport applications, to an online application which citizens must print, sign and post, to an online service which allows citizens to take their passport photo with their phone

- **processes**: changing the way departments operate and manage a service internally

- **working practices**: introducing ‘agile’ project management and governance (see pp. 20–22), learning by doing, and making policies with prototypes as well as documents

- **technology**: updating the ageing computer systems that underpin government operations (see p. 19)

- **organisations**: introducing new operating models, which facilitate work that crosses organisational boundaries and lines of accountability.
As a recent review of IT in the NHS found, these changes are both technical – involving changes in computer hardware and software – and adaptive – requiring substantial and long-lasting engagement between those implementing the changes and the individuals tasked with making them work.9 This represents a profound challenge to the way government operates. But there are compelling drivers for change.

**Drivers of change**

**Saving money**

Between 2010 and 2015, most departments’ day-to-day spending was cut by more than 15% (many by more than 20%).10 In this Parliament, they have been set a similar challenge: the 2015 Spending Review set out plans to reduce day-to-day spending by £10bn by 2019/20.11

But the Civil Service is now 18% smaller than it was in 2010,12 and any large organisational changes must be made with an already reduced workforce. The task of preparing for Brexit is putting further pressures on government resources. Cabinet Secretary Jeremy Heywood has described ‘digital’ as the answer to this challenge, offering the means to make ‘the big savings that are needed without damaging public services’.

There is some evidence to support this claim. For example, in 2012, a report by GDS claimed that digitising transactional (public-facing) government services could save £1.3bn a year, primarily through reducing staff numbers.14

These savings would depend on shifting citizens towards digital ‘channels’ in their interaction with government: the report estimated that an online transaction costs 20 times less than a telephone transaction; 30 times less than a postal transaction; and 50 times less than a face-to-face transaction.15 These figures do not take into account potential savings from renegotiating large IT contracts, or better working across departments.

For this report, we carried out case studies of the following five public sector organisations (further detail on the research methods and organisations can be found in Chapter 2 and the Appendix):

- Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs (HMRC)
- Driver & Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
- UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
- Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)
- Parliament.

These organisations made savings through digital changes in different ways:

- **Staff reductions.** HMRC reduced its salary costs by 10% from 2010 to 2014, in anticipation of savings from moving more customers online.16 The initial reductions were made too quickly – in advance of large-scale digital change – leading to a “collapse” in service quality in 2014/15.17 However, service levels have now recovered, and HMRC is aiming to become a ‘diamond-shaped’ department, substantially shrinking its administrative staff numbers.18
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- **Insourcing and re-procurement.** A DVLA interviewee told us that they were quoted £26 million (m) by a supplier for two services, which they then built in-house (along with two more) for less than £5m.\(^\text{19}\) Meanwhile, HMRC claims that its programme to replace the £10bn ‘Aspire’ IT contract – through which supplier Capgemini has managed almost all of its IT since 2004 – will cut its IT spending by £200m (24%) a year by 2020/21.\(^\text{20}\)

- **Printing and publishing costs.** By producing official papers electronically, spending on printing and publishing by the House of Commons fell from £11.8m in 2011/12 to £7.7m in 2014/15.\(^\text{21}\)

- **Reducing duplication.** The GOV.UK publishing platform, which brought hundreds of central government websites into one, reduced central government spending on websites by £61m in 2014/15.\(^\text{22}\)

These are mostly small changes. They are a long way from the savings that are needed. Making larger savings will require government organisations to achieve the wider transformation outlined above.

DVLA, which has made good progress towards this transformational change, reported a £78m (19%) reduction in its net operating expenditure between 2013/14 and 2015/16.\(^\text{23}\) Meanwhile, HMRC reported efficiency savings of £420m (11.5% of its day-to-day spending) in the same period.\(^\text{24}\)

Our analysis suggests that if those kinds of savings are replicated by the other large transactional parts of government, they could realise efficiency savings in the order of between £1.3bn and £2bn by 2020.\(^\text{25}\) However, ‘efficiency savings’ are not the same as spending reductions. Digital transformation requires investment. When DVLA’s ‘operating expenditure’ fell by £78m, its staff costs actually went up.\(^\text{26}\) HMRC’s underlying efficiency savings took place in the context of an overall increase in spending, with a cash injection given in the 2015 Spending Review to make its ‘Making Tax Digital’ plans a reality.\(^\text{27}\) It estimates that £700m of investment will be required to realise the £200m-a-year spending reductions promised by its Aspire contract replacement.\(^\text{28}\)

This means that while digital change offers a cheaper way of running government in the long term, it will not be an immediate source of vast savings to government in the short term.

But there are other reasons for embracing digital change.

**Improving services**

As many as 82% of adults in Great Britain use the internet every day.\(^\text{29}\) At the most basic level, digitisation allows citizens to interact with government in the same way they do with banks, retailers and other service providers. Survey data from the regulator Ofcom suggests that this is increasingly a reality: 66% of its respondents had completed government processes online, compared to 66% who had used online banking and 82% who had shopped online.\(^\text{30}\)

However, many of these interactions are not fully digitised. The online passport application process, for example, requires a citizen to print out a declaration, sign it and post it back to the Passport Office. To claim tax credits, a citizen can fill out an online form – to get sent a paper form in the post. These processes are not only inconvenient: they also cost money for citizens, businesses and government. A truly digital service allows all parts of an interaction – from ‘end to end’ – to be carried out automatically – like the new passport renewal service, which allows a citizen to take a new photo with their phone.
Furthermore, creating interoperable IT and data infrastructure offers opportunities to rethink the way services are provided. At a small scale, this means, for example, that citizens do not have to take a separate photograph for their driving licence; their passport photograph appears automatically. A more system-wide example is Universal Credit, which seeks to bring multiple benefit and tax credit regimes into one. In the long term, the multiple bureaucratic interactions required after a baby is born, for example, could be merged into a single online service.

It is not just the technological elements of digital reform that offer the potential to improve public services. So too do the working practices that have grown up around these technologies: face-to-face research with users, frequent prototyping and testing, ongoing collection of performance data and extensive data analysis. A relentless focus on how people actually use and respond to government services is vital to the digital reform agenda.

These changes benefit government as well as users. Making it easier for people to pay the correct amount of tax "is not just fluffy stuff", as one of our interviewees put it; it will increase the amount of money that government collects. The narrative of improving services for citizens can also motivate staff experiencing otherwise disruptive change in their organisations.

Mitigating the risk of failure

The record of introducing new IT in government is often one of failure, sometimes catastrophic. This is not unique to government – a study of over 1,000 private- and public-sector IT change projects in Europe and the United States found average cost overruns of 20%, with one in six projects overspending by an average of 200%.

Of course, most government IT services and systems in the UK work well most of the time – without the National Audit Office and Public Accounts Committee post-mortems and press reports, we do not hear about them. However, a 2006 comparative study found the UK to be ‘a world leader in ineffective IT schemes for government’. Over the past 30 years, successive outsourced IT projects have been announced with the promise of revolutionising public services – such as the £6bn NHS National Programme for IT in 2002, and the £513m national offender database in 2004 – only to end with overspending and under-achieving. Since the year 2000, over £10bn has been spent on government IT projects that did not provide their intended benefits.

This level of waste is simply not sustainable. Our 2011 report, System Error, suggested adopting an ‘agile’ approach to IT development – ‘modular and iterative development based on user involvement and feedback’. This would allow IT systems to evolve, as the complex problems they were designed to tackle changed or became clearer. This approach does not prevent failure, but it mitigates risk: starting small means that the impact of failure is minimised, while the constant feedback highlights problems earlier.

We have seen examples of successful agile projects in government – DVLA’s service management teams, HMRC’s tax credits service and Parliament’s Q&A project – but taking an agile approach does not remove the risk of failure, particularly if it is poorly used. The experience of the Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme and the first phase of Universal Credit demonstrates the dangers of attempting to use agile approaches at scale and within a tight timescale without sufficient capability or experience. Projects need appropriate governance to stay on track (see pp. 20–22).

In the meantime, failure to change government IT also involves great risks. Parts of the IT infrastructure that run our core public services – from pensions to prescriptions – are decades old and together hold large amounts of personal data on citizens. They are vulnerable to
new security threats, difficult to adapt, and the skills required to run and update them are increasingly scarce in the workforce. Updating these systems is not optional (see p. 19).

**Making a success of digital government**

When we first wrote about agile approaches and a more ecosystem-like IT ‘platform’ in 2011, some parts of government – such as DWP – were beginning to try to put them into practice. Since then, active steps have been taken to introduce these ways of working to the whole of government, driven by (but by no means confined to) GDS.

GDS’s 2012 government digital strategy set out the vision for digital government that is now being pursued. Its IT spending controls (see Box 3 on pp. 27–28) have effectively ended the age of large, outsourced IT contracts, making a government IT ecosystem possible. Its Digital Service Standard assessment process – which new public-facing online services have to go through – has made agile development and user-centred design mandatory.

Since then, digital approaches have spread well beyond GDS. Every government department and many agencies now have their own digital capabilities, building new, online services in an agile way. We now have the opportunity to identify what is working – and what is not – as government steps up its digital ambitions.

However, we have found that the success of this agenda is far from assured. Government is not a start-up. To make the most of what digital has to offer, it must contend with deep legacies – technological, organisational and cultural – which run counter to the collaborative and iterative processes that digital working demands.

These legacies cannot be simply removed or ignored – they need to be carefully managed and, over time, transformed. Overcoming them is a challenge that the whole of government faces, not just its IT departments.

We have identified five challenges that government leaders must tackle in order to implement digital reforms successfully:

- moving from small changes to transformation
- bringing policy and implementation together
- tackling IT legacies
- adapting project governance
- building a digitally capable workforce, and keeping it.

This is not an exhaustive list. Other challenges involved in fully implementing digital reform include updating and co-ordinating government’s approach to data, and updating contracting and procurement processes to allow government to work more effectively with small- and medium-sized enterprises. All of these elements are important, but they cannot be tackled unless the fundamental issues we describe above are addressed.
2. Five digital programmes

As noted in Chapter 1, the findings of this report are based on five public sector case study organisations:

- Her Majesty’s Revenue & Customs (HMRC)
- Driver & Vehicle Licensing Agency (DVLA)
- UK Trade & Investment (UKTI)
- Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra)
- Parliament.

We wanted our case studies to reflect the different role that digital change is playing across the public sector, and the varied levels of maturity. Each organisation performs very different tasks and has a very different history of IT-enabled change. HMRC and DVLA, for example, are transaction-focused departments, while UKTI, Defra and Parliament have been less digitally driven but are looking to change the way they work.

For each of the case study organisations, Table 1 sets out what they do, their scale, the aims they have for digital changes in their organisation, digital activity already underway and key challenges. Further detail on the five organisations can be found in the Appendix.

As part of our research we undertook 35 research interviews, and had many other conversations, with people involved in digital reform across and outside government. We took a full cross-section of people involved in transformation, from directors general and chief executives, to user researchers and developers, and spoke to people from outside digital teams as well as those directly involved in implementing digital change.
## Table 1: The five case study organisations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>What it does</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Aim of digital changes</th>
<th>Digital activity under way</th>
<th>Key challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **HMRC**     | - Collects and protects tax revenues  
- Administers benefit and tax credit payments | - There are over 30 million individuals liable for Income Tax in the UK, and over 2 million traders registered for Value Added Tax (VAT)  
- In 2013, 98% of Corporation Tax returns and 99% of VAT returns were filed online | - To redesign online digital services to improve customer experience, boost compliance and increase take-up of digital channel  
- To automate back-office processes and reduce staff headcount  
- To save money and improve resilience by reconfiguring IT infrastructure | - Exit from Aspire (the largest IT outsourcing contract in government history) has been negotiated for 2017 – expected to reduce IT spending by 24% (£200m) a year by 2021  
- Building an in-house digital capability (from six to 800 people between 2012 and 2016) | - Scale of ambition: achieving £717m cost savings a year by 2019/20  
- Moving from a large IT contract with one prime supplier, to multiple contracts (potentially hundreds) |
| **DVLA**     | - Maintains records for vehicles and drivers in the UK  
- Administers Vehicle Excise Duty | - DVLA currently holds 47 million driver records and 39 million vehicle records  
- 33 million people tax their vehicles online, 70% apply for their first licence online and digital take-up across all services is now over 90% | - To provide online services for key transactions to reduce costs and improve customer experience  
- To increase automation to make processes faster and less expensive  
- To reconfigure IT through a gradual transition from legacy estate and exit of outsource contract | - Organisational redesign to focus on service managers with multidisciplinary teams  
- Exit of a longstanding outsourcing contract, with expected savings of £200m  
- Reduction of 19% in operating expenditure from 2013/14 baseline | - Tackling the complex legacy systems that sit behind many of its digital services |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>What it does</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Aim of digital changes</th>
<th>Digital activity under way</th>
<th>Key challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| UKTI         | A non-ministerial department, it focuses on increasing the number of exporters and inward investors  
Now part of the Department for International Trade | In 2014/15, 50,000 UK companies exported and UKTI was involved in 1,610 inward investment projects | Promotion and information sharing, using new channels to reach businesses and investors  
To be an early pioneer of social media in government, but until recently digital did not go much beyond this | Spring 2015 saw the arrival of Francis Maude as Minister of State for Trade and Investment and the appointment of a new digital director  
An 'Ideas Lab' has been established – an internal unit providing evidence-based research, using an agile approach | Clarity on the role and ambition for digital  
Establishing a team with the capabilities required to implement digital change  
A continued sense that face-to-face interaction is critical to the UKTI's business |
| Defra        | Safeguards our natural environment  
Supports food and farming industries  
Sustains the rural economy | Defra is supported by 34 arm's-length bodies  
Each year, it (currently) administers over £2bn of European Union payments to support farmers and the rural economy, issues 67,000 animal and 12,000 plant export certificates, and contributes to decisions on 30,000 planning applications | Between now and 2020, the Digital Transformation Programme will be driven by business leads from Defra Group to transform services – enabled by digital technology  
The focus is now on 'One Defra', bringing all the department's agencies closer together and sharing where possible  
Digital is a big component, with data acting as a catalyst for collaboration between organisations | Two GDS exemplar programmes: waste carrier registration and rural payments. The former went relatively smoothly; the latter encountered big challenges and 40% cost increases | Current autonomy of agencies with different ways of working, different datasets, multiplicity of systems and services, and processes that are not easily centralised |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>What it does</th>
<th>Scale</th>
<th>Aim of digital changes</th>
<th>Digital activity under way</th>
<th>Key challenges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Parliament   | - Comprised of the House of Lords and House of Commons  
- Includes multiple autonomous departments and offices to support the House of Lords and House of Commons (e.g. Scrutiny Unit, Private Bill Offices) | - Parliament hosts 650 MPs and 800 Lords and their staff  
- Produces 80 million printed pages a year  
- In 2014/15, Parliament’s website had 70.9 million visits<sup>55</sup> | - To automate internal business processes, channelling information between members, staff and the public | - Process for answering Parliamentary Questions was digitised in 2014  
- Following this, the Parliamentary Digital Service was established, and to date its most visible task has been a refresh of the Parliament website | - A siloed organisational culture, with resistance to change |
3. Challenges

Moving from small changes to transformation

GDS, the Government Digital Service, was set up in 2011 under Francis Maude, then Minister for the Cabinet Office. When he asked Mike Bracken, his new executive director for digital, for a strategy, he was told: ‘The strategy is we’re just going to get on and do it … the strategy is delivery.’

Bracken’s belief was that digital teams should be allowed to get on and make digital services that worked for users. If the first thing they make does not achieve the right outcomes, the adaptive nature of digital technologies allows them to make quick changes, and iterate towards a better outcome.

The GDS ‘exemplar’ programme was an expression of this principle: GDS supported the departments with the highest number of ‘transactions’ with citizens and businesses to quickly develop digital services to demonstrate the value of their methods and principles. Of the original 25 exemplars, 16 are now live, fully operational online services, which collectively processed over 22 million transactions in the past year. In spite of some high-profile failures – such as the withdrawal of online applications in the rural payments exemplar at a crucial moment, and the temporary collapse of the voter registration system prior to the European Union referendum – most have achieved high levels of user satisfaction.

Even where the projects did not go live within the original timeframe, the programme catalysed digital activity – for example at the Land Registry, which won an award for its MapSearch service, which grew out of its exemplar project.

This was the real value of this initial activity: bringing new capabilities into an organisation, and allowing them to learn by doing. It also helped to turn the concept of a digital service into something tangible for everyone else. As Lord Freud, the minister responsible for Universal Credit, put it: ‘Most organisations find it extraordinarily hard to work with something which is a concept, which doesn’t exist … Get something out quick, because then the organisation can see what it’s dealing with.’

However, if digital teams remain stuck within this initial phase, bolted on to an organisation’s core activities, they risk becoming an internal consultancy – responding to requests from individual project teams, digitising existing processes in isolation. To create joined-up, consistent services, which benefit from economies of scale, digital activity must be empowered to transcend these organisational boundaries.

New operating models are needed – to ensure that decisions about citizen- and business-facing services are made in a consistent way, with digitally enabled, system-wide change in mind. The responsibility to make this happen extends far beyond the remit of chief information officers and digital leaders – it is a task that the whole leadership of an organisation must undertake.

The organisations we have looked at have approached this task in different ways. For example, HMRC convened a multidisciplinary team of directors from across the organisation – from digital, policy and operations – to create and own the department’s ‘blueprint’. This ensured that all parts of the organisation understood their relationship to one another, and were signed up to making it work.
Similarly, at the DWP, the responsible minister Lord Freud convened a multidisciplinary team, including special advisers and legal and technical professionals, to collectively make key decisions regarding Universal Credit.61

This is not just a matter of enabling lateral working. In 2015, DVLA brought in four ‘service managers’ to join its senior team. These managers had overall accountability for DVLA’s services, but crucially had a remit to focus on customer needs.62

For smaller departments, this operating model may extend across organisational boundaries. For example, Defra is currently taking a cross-organisational (‘One Defra’) view, bringing all the department’s agencies together to work more closely and share where possible. Digital is a big component, with data acting as a catalyst for collaboration between organisations.

This is a new approach to organisational management, requiring knowledge of what all disciplines – including digital – can offer. Making it happen therefore requires the entire leadership of an organisation to be aware of, and engaged with, the possibilities that digital change has to offer. Government leaders need to understand digital; and digital leaders need to understand government.

**Bringing policy and implementation together**

**There is a longstanding gap between policy and (IT) implementation**

The disconnect between policy and implementation is a deep-rooted problem in Whitehall. In our previous research, we found that a ‘lack of dialogue’ between policy designers and the people who implement policies seriously increased the risk of failure, leading to ‘designs that are based on unrealistic predictions about how people will behave’. ‘Innovation’ in policymaking is encouraged, but emphasis is often placed on ‘coming up with ingenious solutions’ rather than ‘prototyping and innovation’.63

In the ‘old world’ of outsourced government IT, these problems have been exacerbated by the customer–supplier relationship: “The business came up [to the supplier] and said: ‘I’ve written this requirement in a darkened room with four of my [higher executive officers] … Deliver that for us. Just deliver it. We’ll see it when it’s done.’”64

Contract-management practices have made it difficult for policymakers to test or make changes to IT systems during development, even if they wanted to. For example, according to the National Audit Office, the Home Office had ‘no rights to further elaborate requirements’ once the contract for its new e-borders system with American firm Raytheon had been signed.65 Another study found that changes to UK government IT contracts brought about by changes in policy could increase their cost by four to six times their original value.66

**In-house digital teams can bridge this gap – but only if they are brought into the process early enough**

In-house development teams can make changes to IT systems without incurring these costs, allowing the systems to evolve as the policy does. Moreover, the key elements of digital working practices – building quick prototypes, testing them with citizens and iterating until they achieve the desired outcome – can provide an antidote to the perennial implementation problems described above. Advanced data analytics can provide new insights to old policy issues. The digital reform agenda clearly has a lot to offer the policymaking process, if digital and policy teams work well together.
However, if iterative methods and data analytics are brought in too late in the policymaking process, their benefits cannot be realised. As one of our interviewees, who previously worked in the private sector, put it:

In a commercial organisation … I could pick up the phone and say ‘there’s a business rule here that isn’t really going to work, I’m going to build it slightly differently… Can you change the Ts and Cs [terms and conditions] slightly?’ … That would be a five-minute conversation. In order to change business rules here, even if people accept it as an acceptable conversation to have (which they don’t always), it’s got to go through Parliament.67

At HMRC, we heard several examples of legislation that was getting in the way of providing simple, joined-up services: different tax schemes have different definitions of a household, an address and income written into the law.68 Similarly, the Carer’s Allowance service at DWP was hampered by the need for a signature on paper. In its previous form, the online service had required applicants to print off a final declaration, sign it and send it in. It took a collaborative effort between policy, legal, security and digital teams – bolstered by evidence of the problems that this signature process caused for claimants – to change the policy rules and allow an online declaration.69

Sometimes, these barriers are about customs rather than legislation, but it takes knowledge and understanding of the policy process to unpick this. For instance, DVLA had long assumed that its automatic number plate recognition technology had to be approved by the Home Office, when a new policy director arrived who began asking why this was. After six months of persistent questioning, it became clear that this assumption had no legislative basis, which has opened up many new possibilities for all of DVLA’s enforcement activities.70

People with a good understanding of technology can generate policy ideas that may not have been otherwise apparent. For example, the Greater London Authority uses a toll (the Congestion Charge) to reduce congestion and raise revenue. Thirty years ago, this policy would not have been appropriate: queues at toll booths around inner London would have contributed to congestion as much as diminished it. Technological change – allowing licence plate recognition, electronic payments and data-matching – has made toll booths and paper tickets unnecessary.71 Knowledge of the technological possibilities was the key to good policy design.

“People with a good understanding of technology can generate policy ideas that may not have been otherwise apparent.”

People with a good understanding of technology can generate policy ideas that may not have been otherwise apparent. For example, the Greater London Authority uses a toll (the Congestion Charge) to reduce congestion and raise revenue. Thirty years ago, this policy would not have been appropriate: queues at toll booths around inner London would have contributed to congestion as much as diminished it. Technological change – allowing licence plate recognition, electronic payments and data-matching – has made toll booths and paper tickets unnecessary.71 Knowledge of the technological possibilities was the key to good policy design.

This means embracing a new kind of policymaking

A new kind of policymaking is required, where multidisciplinary teams – including policy managers, user researchers, developers and designers – work together to develop policy solutions at the same time. This is being tentatively tested in some parts of government (see Box 1), and has been hailed as a key factor in setting DWP’s Universal Credit project on the road to recovery.72

This multidisciplinary working is about more than just bringing digital skills into policymaking. While digital methods may make a big contribution to policy design, the skills involved in getting policies
agreed – working with ministers, understanding the needs and interests of the administrative machinery and external stakeholders, and working with Parliament – are essential. It is vital that digital teams understand policy and the workings of government, otherwise there is a danger that they “just run head-first into [perceived policy barriers], get really irritable and leave”.73

The arguments for change are compelling. But the barriers to bridging the policy–implementation gap, which we identified in 2011 – short timelines, political momentum and the higher status of policy expertise – have not disappeared, and make the new kind of policy development challenging.74 Not only does it require a new operating model, as described above – it also requires a new relationship with ministers. Ministers need to embrace a new kind of conversation about policy, based on prototypes as well as submissions.

BOX 1: MEETING THE CHALLENGE: CONNECTING POLICY AND DIGITAL

UK Trade & Investment Ideas Lab

The UKTI Ideas Lab worked to introduce digital methods – intensive customer research, prototyping and testing – into the policy cycle. Now the Trade Design Lab in the Department for International Trade, the team in UKTI acted as an internal consultancy, like the Research & Development (R&D) division of a private company, testing and researching ideas from different parts of the organisation. This included policy, and they were able to successfully push back on requests, where their evidence suggested it was not the right move.

Making Tax Digital programme

The Making Tax Digital programme at HMRC is currently attempting to “iterate the policy and the [business] rules, and the solution, and the customer experience, all at the same time”.75 This is a joint policy–technical project, designed to increase compliance (that is, ensure that people pay the right amount of tax) by reducing the administrative burden on business taxpayers (including self-employed people) and by allowing a real-time exchange of information between businesses and HMRC. In practice, this means building application program interfaces (APIs) and working with third-party software developers to create record-keeping software that automatically creates and sends quarterly accounts updates to HMRC. The policy side of this will take a long time to develop, with consultations under way this year.76 However, technical work is already well under way, feeding into the business case, and informing the policy conversation.

Out-of-court pathway discovery

In 2015, the Ministry of Justice convened a multidisciplinary team – including policy managers, user researchers and designers – to investigate how government could usefully intervene to help separating parents make arrangements for their children outside of court. With strong ministerial interest, they used a mixture of traditional policy research methods (such as extensive desk research) and digital techniques of prototyping, creating personas and intensive testing with users. Armed with new insights and a set of principles, they are beginning to develop some services in this area.
Tackling IT legacies

Technological change is a key component of digital change

Organisational change is necessary for digital reform, but updating and reforming the technological infrastructure that underpins many services – often known as the IT ‘legacy’ – is an indispensable element of it.

We have seen new government services limited by the underlying systems: some were unable to run 24/7 due to reliance on batch processing (done overnight rather than in real time) and new websites crashed in their first few days because servers could not handle the traffic surge. Some of these systems have been around for so long that the skills required to manage them no longer exist in the workforce.

These systems are often designed and built for specific tasks. They are often located in a particular place rather than provided through the ‘cloud’, which means that government (like many banks) is littered with them; in 2010, there were 220 data centres across central government, each using an average of just 7% of available capacity.

Some organisations have adopted workarounds

Legacy systems are problematic. But replacing them requires skills and resources that many departments lack.

It is possible to build digital services on top of legacy systems. Many of the ‘quick wins’ of digital government have done just this, focusing on the ‘front end’ of customer interaction. For example, the second of GDS’s digital exemplars to go live – voter registration – was not in fact a voter registration system: it collected citizens’ details, packaged the information and sent it off to local authorities to be processed. For the most part, local authorities treated these applications in much the same way as they did the paper ones: only once this was done was a person registered to vote.

Of course, these ‘front-end’ projects often cannot be implemented without working with the legacy IT. The voter registration service, for example, had to interact with existing DWP systems. Making these interactions possible often involves building more functionality and ‘middleware’ on top of them. Rather than replacing an old, complicated and heavily customised system, a new layer is created between it and the online service, which pulls data out of the legacy system but leaves it otherwise unchanged.

The issue with this is that if “you build and build and build, it becomes a bigger job” to eventually replace the legacy technology. Moreover, it means that government is only able to realise a small part – better online customer interaction for existing services – of what digital has to offer.

Capturing the potential benefits of digital transformation requires a new kind of flexible IT architecture. This means taking a modular – or ‘platform’ – approach, prioritising interoperability and sharing. As one of our interviewees described it: “You’ve got all these jigsaw pieces. ‘I need one of them, one of them, one of them.’ And you just plug [them] in as and when you need them.”
This will save money – by increasing automation, reducing duplication and allowing government to buy certain standard elements of their IT systems off the shelf – and create more flexible systems that can be reconfigured to respond quickly to changing policies. This is something that legacy IT systems cannot do.

For large transactional departments in particular, bringing control of their IT infrastructure in-house is a necessary first step to bring about this change. As Iain Patterson – former chief technology officer of DVLA – put it: ‘You can’t transform what you don’t control.’ Under the GDS spending controls (see Box 3 on pp. 27–28), departments and agencies are no longer able to hand over control of their IT to a single supplier; they must directly engage with a range of suppliers, or build and maintain systems themselves.

Now, starting to take charge of their own IT destiny, government organisations are taking a platform approach to their IT infrastructure. For example, HMRC, in the process of exiting from its £10bn Aspire IT contract (see p. 38), is attempting to integrate the disparate parts of its IT infrastructure into a single system. This will have functionality that can be shared between different HMRC processes (dealing with different tax regimes) – and potentially with other organisations. We also found that Adur and Worthing Councils were developing their own platform to replace their legacy systems.

Meanwhile, GDS is working on cross-government platforms, and there are commercially available products that development teams can plug into their services. This kind of sharing between departments is clearly an important part of the evolution of government’s IT infrastructure. However, as we discuss in Chapter 5, implementing this kind of cross-departmental change is as much an organisational challenge as a technical one.

Adapting traditional governance to digital projects

Digital projects must fit in with long-established processes

The term ‘governance’ refers to the management and reporting systems used to guide programmes and projects, and to check (or ‘assure’) that they are progressing as they should. In government, these systems have to give Parliament, leaders and citizens the confidence that policy is being implemented, money is not being wasted and multiple – sometimes competing – objectives are being managed.

Governance of programmes and projects is supplemented by cross-government rules and processes. For example:

- the Treasury sets principles and rules governing public expenditure and appraising spending
- the Cabinet Office has further spending controls
- the Infrastructure and Projects Authority has its own assurance process for major projects.

For the centre of government, these governance mechanisms provide oversight and assurance for policies and projects across government.

For digital teams, however, they can be sources of regular frustration, as they find themselves in a complicated web of established governance. Digital development is based around an agile methodology. It is successful when it has responsive and decisive governance; but we heard that in government, that is often not the case.
Agile approaches have changed the way IT is developed and implemented in government

In our 2011 report, *System Error*, we recognised the positive impact that agile approaches could have on government IT and the implementation of IT-enabled change.86

Government’s previous approach to governing IT projects (often referred to as a ‘waterfall’ approach) was to lock down the requirements at the outset, set a timetable and progress in a linear fashion from design to implementation. Although a waterfall approach provides a clear project specification, in reality it often produced systems that had low user satisfaction and were implemented late or failed to realise benefits. In addition, there were high costs for even simple changes – ones that were necessary as technology rapidly advanced.87

Agile approaches offer an alternative. They recognise inherent uncertainty; the upfront design is minimised and there are frequent iterations of emerging products with customers. Multidisciplinary teams are given the autonomy to manage this uncertainty and adapt as they progress (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: ‘Waterfall’ vs ‘agile’ project management approaches
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Waterfall approaches aim to lock down the product, timelines and costs upfront (even if they end up changing dramatically), while agile project teams are driven by customer research, iteration and flexibility – reducing the risk that is taken in each part of the project. Agile approaches are not, however, a substitute or replacement for core project and programme management disciplines – managing risk, engaging stakeholders and monitoring dependencies are still critical.
We identified in our 2011 report that, to be successful, agile project management needs effective governance.\textsuperscript{88} Five years later, our work has reinforced this point – we have heard from digital teams that governance is one of the key challenges they face.\textsuperscript{89}

**Governance needs to balance flexibility with certainty**

When digital teams sit within wider transformation programmes, as they often do in government, there is a tension between agile approaches and the specificity required for interconnected programmes.

Agile development requires iteration and flexible timelines; yet big programmes have interdependencies and often firm deadlines, particularly if they are aiming to achieve savings. As one director general told us: “However agile we want to be, we’ve got to work towards a date.”\textsuperscript{90} If a new service is being built, teams need to know, for example, what training to design, who will need it and when. Elastic dates and evolving designs make planning things like this almost impossible. The House of Commons Public Accounts Committee and the National Audit Office have cited this lack of certainty as a cause of the failure of the Common Agricultural Policy Delivery Programme.\textsuperscript{91}

Our interviewees all recognised the tension between agile implementation and government’s responsibility to provide assurance for taxpayers’ money. The challenge is not getting people to implement agile projects, but creating the environment in which it is possible to do it successfully.

**Traditional governance in Whitehall does not work for digital projects**

There is no shortage in government of supporters for agile approaches, and the GDS’s Digital Service Standards require them to be used, but most of the other established governance mechanisms are designed to operate in a waterfall manner. Recognising the value of agile approaches, government has attempted to adapt and outline how agile relates to *The Green Book* (the Treasury’s guidance on appraising business plans for proposed projects)\textsuperscript{92} and the processes through which the Infrastructure and Projects Authority assures major projects.\textsuperscript{93}

But digital teams used to a much purer version of agile approaches still see “great machines [of governance] built on top of them”.\textsuperscript{94} They see it as extensive reporting; having to satisfy the centre of government as well as departments, with long lead times as decisions go up the chain and then back down. The result is frustrated digital teams and almost invariably delays.\textsuperscript{95} We heard of some governance decisions taking almost as long as their first (Alpha) phase of development and one department told us that, at one point, all of its projects that were behind schedule were waiting for approvals from the Cabinet Office.\textsuperscript{96}

Digital teams have also tried to adapt. Some have individuals with the explicit remit of managing the upward and outward governance requirements and reporting.\textsuperscript{97} This might keep the processes moving, but it does not address the wider issues caused by the multitude of interested parties. A complicated governance landscape, unaccustomed to agile principles and practices, layered over agile teams with reduced autonomy, has caused lines of accountability and responsibility to become distorted and confused. These two elements are, as we have previously reported, critical to successful agile implementation.\textsuperscript{98}

Digital teams are unsure of where accountability sits, who is leading things, where decisions are made or even if they are made explicitly.\textsuperscript{99} Relationships between teams, their senior responsible
owner and internal organisational governance are not clear\(^\text{100}\) so submissions are being signed off four or five times.\(^\text{101}\) In this environment, agile approaches, which depend on flexibility and responsiveness, become difficult.

Scrutiny and assurance are critical in government, so digital transformation is unlikely to do away with the complex lines of accountability, and competing interests are sometimes unavoidable. Teams must recognise that, when they are part of big traditional change programmes, with numerous interdependencies, there will be trade-offs to be made. The challenge, then, is finding a governance model that can match the best elements of established governance with the benefits of an agile methodology.

### Building a digitally capable workforce, and keeping it

#### Building capability is a huge task

Departments have had to start from close to scratch in building digital capability. The policy of long-term outsourced IT contracts meant that there was previously little need to have civil servants trained in digital skills. Government has had to focus on building core technical skills – from software developers to systems architects – at the same time as establishing new capabilities such as user researchers, digital product managers and digitally literate strategists/analysts.

Capability is, in many ways, a legacy issue similar to the complex IT systems referred to above. But it is one that is compounded by a highly competitive external market – these skills are so sought after that people in digital roles can expect to earn an average of over £15,000 a year more than those in non-digital ones.\(^\text{102}\)

It was suggested to us that there are around 10,000 staff in the Civil Service who are in digital roles – a large figure but still less than 3% of the total workforce. Significant gaps remain. Over a third of leaders surveyed by the National Audit Office said that they did not have the capacity to implement their digital transformation plans.\(^\text{103}\) The frustration of trying to recruit digital staff was evident in almost every interview we conducted. As one interviewee put it: “literally everyone is begging for people”.\(^\text{104}\)

#### Getting the right applicants is very difficult

Our interviewees, in fierce agreement with the National Audit Office survey referred to above, cited external labour market conditions as the biggest barrier to securing staff. The level of pay required to attract digital people has seen departments go through several rounds of recruiting to produce very few applicants.\(^\text{105}\) Interviewees felt that the only option, in a market that puts them in competition with the likes of Google and IBM, would be to break pay structures.\(^\text{106}\) This is a barrier to attracting and retaining people at all levels of seniority.

Attraction and recruitment aside, there are challenges in getting internal approval for digital resources – particularly in a departmental context of headcount reduction and spending cuts: “If you come into a meeting and there are five new people being proposed – three digital, one marketing, one corporate centre – if marketing and corporate centre are dismissed for any valid reason, you then can’t expect others in the room to just say yes to three new digital staff.”\(^\text{107}\)
Departments are finding capability workarounds

The need for people with digital skills is so great that we have seen departments find their own workarounds to some of these challenges. One option is to create a government-owned company, or GovCo – a limited company under the Companies Act 2006, but owned by government. Through a GovCo, a department has greater freedom in relation to the terms for employing staff. HMRC’s GovCo has allowed it to retain knowledgeable staff as it moved its IT activity from the private sector in-house. Another workaround we have seen is the introduction of additional governance structures for digital recruitment, removing decision making from forums where the context is of cuts and staff reduction.

Even with these workarounds, challenges remain. The longer-term solution, in which departments are already investing, is to develop digital talent internally. There are examples of these initiatives, such as the Digital and Technology Fast Stream (which fast-tracks high-calibre new entrants towards digital roles in the Civil Service), in Box 2.

It is too early to judge the success of these schemes. Demand for staff continues to outstrip supply. As one leader said to us about the next generation of government digital talent: “Where do you think they will all go once they’ve got a bit of experience? They’re not going to stick around on a [Civil Service] salary.”

**BOX 2: MEETING THE CHALLENGE: TACKLING THE CAPABILITY GAP**

**DWP Digital Academy**

The DWP Digital Academy runs an eight-week foundation course covering basic building blocks around digital, from agile methodology and user-centred design to GDS’s Digital Service Standards and basic web coding. It also offers a condensed three-week course for those in the DWP Digital Service, as well as general digital awareness courses for leaders and teams both in and outside of the Digital Service. Academy graduates are buddied up with experienced practitioners and encouraged to build communities of practice. The academy has recently been brought into GDS and turned into a cross-government academy.

**DVLA: TechHub Swansea**

TechHub Swansea is a not-for-profit organisation supported by grants from the Welsh Assembly, Swansea University, BT and other organisations. DVLA has established a partnership with it to help support, foster and grow a vibrant, local digital community. Through it, DVLA will engage with universities, offering placements and projects to graduates, mentor start-ups, and use the skills of the businesses and start-ups using TechHub to improve its own services.

**Digital and Technology Fast Stream**

There is now a Digital and Technology Fast Stream within the Civil Service – a four-year programme offered to new entrants. It provides the chance to work in one of the departments involved in technology or digital transformation, with roles ranging from content designer, to user researcher, to agile delivery manager.
But recruiting and retaining technical talent is a more difficult problem

While departments often too narrowly equate digital skills with IT rather than the much broader set of skills that supports business transformation, courses such as those outlined in Box 2 do not address the very real technical capability gap. Rather, they focus predominately on the more generalist digital skills such as customer insight, user experience and agile approaches. Developers and system architects are still in short supply.

We were told that in the broader technical areas, government gets the third or fourth choice from the talent pool: “If someone is worth their salt, they’re probably already with one of the big suppliers.”

It is a different story for those not recruiting in the competitive London market. DVLA, in Swansea, is confident that, for almost all roles, it can get the right people on the right terms, with a good local pool of talent it is willing to invest in. There is, we were told, never any shortage of applications. DVLA’s close ties with Swansea University means that it is able to attract some of the best in the region, although it is important that pay rates remain competitive to the local market. Other departments have also set up digital delivery centres outside London, and benefit from concentration of talent: HMRC’s and DWP’s Newcastle-based digital teams are located in the same office complex.

The market for good digital people makes it hard to keep them

Regardless of where an office is located, government’s internal market makes retaining digital talent difficult. The ‘Whitehall merry-go-round’ has seen teams brought in wholesale from different departments or individuals offered promotions for the same role in another department or agency. Interviewees spoke of their frustration that departments were outbidding one another in order to get the best people, with pay differentials between departments and agencies leaving some consistently at the back of the pack.

Digital talent can get frustrated at the lack of clear progression, or a ‘digital profession’, within government.

Digital talent can get frustrated at the lack of clear progression, or a ‘digital profession’, within government. This is an issue that has been identified for some time, and there are efforts across Whitehall, including specific schemes by GDS, that have tried to address it. Communities of practice, such as the technical architecture community, have been established to try to bring specialists together, but they are voluntary and do not replicate the established professions in other areas of government. The process of career development can seem patchy, with clear career paths non-existent, and when this is combined with the day-to-day challenges we have described in other sections of this report, people look elsewhere – especially if they already have experience of other industries. The digital Senior Civil Service follows the pattern in the rest of the Senior Civil Service, where external hires more generally make up just under a quarter of the total, and yet account for nearly half of the resignations.
While temporary staff and consultants have been a big part of successes, they are also part of the problem

The Public Accounts Committee has said that departments must strengthen the specialist skills of permanent staff, but during the course of this research we found that teams are still too often turning to contractors (a short-term answer to some of the recruitment challenges) – despite all of the efforts described above. Teams rely on them heavily to fill the gaps in their teams, using procurement framework agreements with small- and medium-sized digital enterprises.

Contractors have played a crucial role in building in-house capability, helping civil servants who are new to digital work to learn from their experience. But departments still face a considerable challenge to get the support required, with inappropriate framework agreements with organisations and agencies providing contingent labour. We were told of numerous candidates, some even with oral commitments from a department to a job, dropping out because the recruitment process took too long. Agencies and suppliers are known to miss the deadlines that are part of their service-level agreements with departments, and the departments then end up waiting for weeks only to find that unsuitable candidates are offered up. These rigid, lengthy and bureaucratic processes can put digital people off, as they see it as an indicator of how life is in the public sector.

The main difficulty, however, with these short-term fixes is the way they can undermine the long-term capability building designed to remove the dependency on non-permanent staff. Contractors are, by their nature, temporary. Furthermore, it is very difficult to build an internal team, we were told, when they realise what the contractors they are working with are earning.
4. The role of the centre of government

In 2010 when the Coalition Government was formed, the centre of government played a relatively small role in cross-government IT (as it was then known). Francis Maude, as Minister for the Cabinet Office, asked entrepreneur Martha Lane Fox to conduct a review. She called for ‘revolution not evolution’, recommending centralising and simplifying government’s web presence, with the aim of improving user experience. Mike Bracken was brought in to lead GDS. He was replaced in 2015 by Stephen Foreshew-Cain, who was then replaced by Kevin Cunnington in September 2016. Cunnington both runs GDS and is the cross-Whitehall head of function for digital, data and technology. Previously he was director general of digital transformation at DWP, global head of online for Vodafone Group and began his career in programming and IT consultancy.

The role of the centre of government has to be to help departments do their jobs better. Historically, reform has too often concentrated on the centralisation or decentralisation of particular powers and activities, presenting this as a zero-sum game, which either departments or the centre must lose. There is now a growing recognition that this debate is pointless. The aim is to support departments in their digital transformation programmes, for which the departments’ own leadership remain responsible.

The Institute for Government identifies several roles for the centre of government, a number of which are performed by the centre of digital government:

- The first role involves checking progress and assuring performance. The GDS’s Digital Service Standards contribute to this function. All large transactional services must be assessed before they can be hosted on GOV.UK, ensuring that the principles and practices of digital development — user research, agile development, simplicity and interoperability — are followed. The services are assessed at several stages of development. As departments’ digital capability has developed, GDS has devolved responsibility to some of them. The GDS assurance process is underpinned by spending controls (see Box 3).

**BOX 3: GDS SPENDING CONTROLS**

The Cabinet Office’s programme of IT spending controls was introduced in 2011, as part of a wider suite of Cabinet Office spending controls. Liam Maxwell – already a Cabinet Office adviser following his co-authorship of the influential Better for Less report — was put in charge. His team moved over to GDS in 2012, with Maxwell becoming government chief technology officer until his move to the Department for Culture, Media and Sport in 2016.

Spending controls apply to any government IT spending over certain thresholds, such as technology spending over £5m. This includes all spending on the types of front-end digital projects that GDS was beginning to bring back in-house, such as identity assurance and ‘any external-facing digital transaction’. In 2014, additional ‘red line’ IT procurement restrictions were brought in, including a ban on IT contracts over £100m.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE >
The second role involves supporting permanent secretaries and other leaders to ensure that they have people with the right digital skills working on the departments’ digital transformation programmes. Through the exemplar programme, GDS teams moved temporarily into other departments and agencies. Cunnington (as head of function for digital, data and technology) and his team are also involved in the recruitment of digital leaders across government, for example by sitting on panels that assess candidates.

The third role involves the centre bringing innovative ways of working into government. As well as the exemplar programme, and the new approaches to project management, GOV.UK also represents a more ambitious and centralised approach to the government’s web presence (see Box 4).

BOX 4: GOV.UK

The idea of a single government website has been around for a long time. Open.gov.uk was launched in 1994, and there have been a number of attempts to improve it with UKonline.gov.uk (2000), BusinessLink.gov.uk (2003) and Direct.gov.uk (2004).

When the Coalition Government came to power in 2010, government was publishing millions of pages on hundreds of different websites, many of which were out of date and unused, with no consistency in presentation. Government’s response was GOV.UK.

There was a significant reduction in the number of web pages. While GDS and the cross-government group that drove GOV.UK felt that they were removing the superfluous, there were departments and some users who felt that critical information was being lost. We heard of crucial pages disappearing, to the point where some departments were continuing to use the old sites well after the switch to GOV.UK – taking advantage of the ability to access the dormant pages.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE >
Making a success of digital government

GDS also performs other functions where it makes sense for the activity to happen once, rather than many times across departments and agencies.

For example, government has created a digital marketplace – three framework agreements with suppliers to help departments and agencies find resources to support their digital work:

- the Digital Outcomes and Specialists framework, which is used to find approved providers of technology or expertise, such as software developers or user researchers
- cloud services (for example, web hosting or IT health checks) through the G-Cloud framework
- physical datacentre space for services that need high levels of security or rely on legacy systems, through the Crown Hosting Data Centres framework.

There are more than 1,000 suppliers in the marketplace; GDS says that more than half of them are new suppliers to government, and 92% of them are small- and medium-sized enterprises. The development of the marketplace supports the move away from giving long contracts to large suppliers, with the aim that small- and medium-sized enterprises take more of the market.

GDS is also tackling government’s technology infrastructure problems. In 2010, central government had 220 data centres, using on average only 7% of capacity. Now, new services are developed in the commercially provided cloud or through the Crown Hosting Data Centres framework, and the existing data centres are gradually being moved over to the new framework. The digital marketplace can be seen as reducing the transaction costs of finding the right supplier; however, it does not remove the necessity for civil servants to understand their needs and the sort of supplier and software that might be able to help.

Another essential central role is protecting digital systems against cyber-attack (see Box 5).
An additional role has been building applications at the centre that can be used across government, such as Verify (to check identity), Pay (to collect payments) and Notify (to send text messages and emails). This is driven by the desire to reduce duplication and allow development teams to focus on the elements of their services that really are unique.

Support for this programme in departments has been mixed. For example, it has been reported that HMRC – which is responsible for a large proportion of government transactions – is not planning to use Verify. This risks duplication, which will be expensive for government and bad for users. But reticence to use centrally built applications is understandable. If departments’ online services are still largely bound up with their legacy systems (as they mostly are), then integrating new, untested elements that they do not own increases risk. In other places, departments are forging ahead with their own digital transformation at a pace that outstrips GDS. As one interviewee put it: “Departments have massive services, with millions of customers that they have to serve now. We can’t wait, we can’t afford to wait.”

The alternative is for GDS to focus exclusively on ensuring that development teams adhere to open standards, so that the things they build can interact with, and make use of, applications built elsewhere in government, or by private providers. In some cases, it may be cheaper and more effective for departments to use commercially provided applications – for activities such as sending text messages – rather than a centrally built government one. Equally, they may share applications that have been built in other departments.

---

**Box 5: Cyber-Security**

As more services become digital and government shares more data internally, the risks of unauthorised access increase. There were 200 national cyber-security incidents in the UK in 2015, compared to 100 in 2014. In the past, according to one interviewee, cyber-security consisted of “information assurance” – people in departments saying what they were going to do with data and digital and being told “no, you won’t”. But there is now a cyber-presence within the government security profession. And some departments are operating on a scale that requires their own cyber-security capacity. For example, HMRC has a ‘director, cyber-security and information risks’ position.

GDS has a role in cyber-security, through Verify, which checks individuals’ identify, and security is part of the Digital Service Standard assessments. In performing this role, it is supported by Communications-Electronics Security Group (CESG), the information security arm of the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ). For example, CESG had concerns about the security of Universal Credit in its first phase, and based on CESG advice, GDS withheld spending approval until the concerns were addressed.

Cyber-security is an important and growing requirement for successful digital government. The centre of government needs to set and enforce clear standards, and capacity in departments and agencies will need to continue to be developed so that the standards are understood and implemented.
Government Digital Service: the next phase

As GDS’s new leadership settles in, which direction should GDS take?

While GDS and digital government do not have a record of unalloyed success, no significant change ever did. Overall, the changes in digital government since 2010 have improved services. But, as argued in this report, many challenges remain.

Cunnington has said that, in the future, GDS work will be ‘about transformation – not just digital’. We welcome this. Just as we argue that in departments, digital change cannot be isolated in a techy corner, so GDS needs to support the most ambitious changes that departments are making in how they work.

From the beginning, GDS has sent teams into departments and agencies to help with the change process. This needs to continue and be stepped up, engaging with the largest departments and agencies. Resistance to central intervention is natural, although it will be reduced if GDS can demonstrate a clear rationale for its involvement, and the ‘rules of the game’ are clear to all involved, with departments and agencies remaining responsible and accountable for their projects.

There needs to be a particular focus where services for citizens and businesses cross organisational boundaries. For example, there is a cross-government team currently trying to integrate the work of the many government departments and agencies that operate at the border. They face a huge challenge: aligning disparate policies and legislation, designing new processes, reconfiguring systems and datasets, and creating a shared architecture.

All of this will involve the organisations working more closely together than ever before, and potentially using their resources on projects that do not immediately help them. Departments do not have incentives to work on other departments’ priorities, even if doing so might produce a net benefit. We would like to see GDS putting its weight behind projects of this sort – offering expertise and capacity to overcome the resource challenge, and using spending controls to incentivise joint working.

Extending its reach and impact will also require working with the other parts of government, including the following:

- **The policy profession.** The policy profession aims to lift the standards of policymaking in Whitehall. Making policy using digital methods involves many of the same approaches that the policy profession has been encouraging, and it is important that GDS and the 17,000 people in the Civil Service who identify themselves as working in policy roles have complementary approaches.

- **The Infrastructure and Projects Authority (IPA).** The IPA oversees the portfolio of government’s largest and riskiest projects. GDS and the IPA need to work together so that they complement rather than duplicate each other on the IPA projects that have a large digital component.

- **The Treasury.** The Treasury operates spending controls on large projects. Those involved in managing projects report having to leap through different and differently scheduled Treasury and GDS hoops, which needs to be addressed. Furthermore, the Treasury’s bilateral operation of spending controls needs to form part of an overall strategy for managing risk and opportunity in digital programmes.
GDS has a vital role in building digital capability across government. This starts at the top: Kevin Cunnington, as head of function for digital, data and technology, needs to work with the head of the Civil Service to ensure that permanent secretaries and heads of agencies are equipped to oversee the changes in their organisations. The Major Projects Leadership Academy needs to strengthen its focus on digital capacity. The expansion of the DWP Digital Academy and move into GDS is a welcome step towards creating more general understanding across the Civil Service.

Cunnington should work with the Government’s chief people officer to implement the recommendations of the recently published workforce strategy, developing a convincing case for revised terms and conditions for technical staff. As we noted in Chapter 3, employing and retaining people with digital skills is particularly difficult in and around London. The Cabinet Office Government Property Unit is co-ordinating the creation of regional hubs of civil servants; GDS should co-ordinate the creation of hubs of digital expertise within these. Finally, government should set out how it will make progress in these areas in the new, long-awaited digital strategy.
5. Conclusion

The first phase of digital transformation is over. But the promised revolution of digital government is not complete.

- Easy-to-use online services are appearing in disparate areas of civic life, allowing people to apply for a fishing licence on their phone, or plead guilty to speeding from their sofa – but they are not the norm.

- The ways of working that brought these services into being – concerted investment in online services, engaging with the people who use them early and often, starting with a prototype and constantly updating it, and bringing people with different skills together – have been introduced across government. But they are not widely understood.

- Under the spending controls process, no new large, single-supplier IT contracts will be signed, but as yet few of the existing contracts have been replaced.

Some heavily transactional parts of government – HMRC, DVLA and DWP – now have sizeable digital teams working to implement their online services. They are beginning to move into a new phase in which digital technologies and working methods will be integral to a much wider effort to change how their organisations operate.

However, moving into this new phase, and ensuring that those changes are spread across many organisations, will require government to face up to the challenges outlined in this report. It will require it to tackle some of the fundamental issues that hamper civil service reforms of all types:

- working across organisational boundaries
- bridging the gap between designing and implementing policies
- bringing expensive skills sets into the Civil Service.

The leadership of these changes will have to come from the very top of government, not the top of IT departments.

At present, that leadership is not in place. GDS is under new management, and it will take some time to solidify their approach to cross-government digital change. Government itself is under new management, with a new set of ministers (including at the Cabinet Office) busy getting to grips with their new policy agendas. Everyone – politicians and officials – is distracted by the challenge of preparing for Brexit.

We have reached a tipping point. If the leadership does not emerge to drive the changes, there is a risk that digital teams will continue to be viewed as website designers, brought in only at the very end of policy design processes. There is a risk that new governance models will not be generated, leading to the rejection or mishandling of agile project management. There is a risk that insufficient investment will be made in the capabilities needed to build new services, leading to poor quality; or to manage the newly in-house IT infrastructure, leading to failure.
Losing the momentum behind digital reform would mean more than losing the opportunity to make public services significantly better, or make savings of billions of pounds. The digital reform movement has created a community of civil servants who are vocally invested in changing government for the better. Their frequent blogging on GOV.UK goes a step beyond corporate communications exercises; their conviction spills out into passionate Twitter conversations, posts on personal blogs, and gatherings that involve mostly civil servants talking about public service, but take place outside of work and work hours.

This is the kind of employee engagement that most change programmes – inside and outside government – could only dream of. This passionate advocacy may create tension as well as enthusiasm, but if government misses the opportunity to harness it, it is unlikely to be able to generate it again.
6. Key findings and recommendations

This chapter draws together the key findings from the research we carried out for this report and sets out our recommendations for making a success of digital government.

1. Digital transformation cannot be led by digital specialists alone. But there is insufficient understanding of digital transformation among other government leaders.

Recommendation

Understanding digital transformation needs to be part of the preparation of civil servants for leadership roles. The expansion of the DWP Digital Academy is a welcome first step towards equipping government leaders. The following further steps are necessary:

- The head of the Civil Service should ensure that leaders of departments take time to learn from experienced public and private sector peers about how to lead digital transformation.

- The Major Projects Leadership Academy should prepare officials for managing transformation programmes, most of which will include a significant digital component.

2. The policy profession has not gripped the opportunities offered by digital technologies and methods. Making joined-up, simple, effective digital services has to start during policy design, not implementation.

Recommendation

The heads of profession for policy, and for digital, data and technology, should publish guidance on making policy that uses digital technology and methods.

3. The traditional processes for controlling and checking government projects are unsuitable for digital development, which causes frustration on all sides, slows development and undermines accountability.

Recommendation

Learning how to best control and check the progress (aka governance) of digital projects should be a core part of professional development for senior roles across the Civil Service, so that standards in this area are lifted.
4. Government will not be able to achieve its digital ambitions, unless the Civil Service is made a more attractive employer for people with highly sought-after digital skills.

**Recommendation**

Government should promptly conclude its review of reward structures and career paths for digital specialists and commit to implementing its recommendations. The head of digital, data and technology professions and the chief people officer should press ahead with developing the digital profession. The Cabinet Office (including GDS) and departments should accelerate building centres of digital expertise outside London.

5. Now that many departments have their own established digital teams, GDS’s role must evolve. In the absence of an updated digital strategy, its role in the current Parliament has been unclear.

**Recommendation**

The government digital strategy should define the roles of departments, agencies and GDS in addressing the challenges outlined in this report. In addition:

- GDS should continue to set, support and enforce central standards for user experience and to ensure interoperability. Given the increasing risk of cyber-attacks, setting, supporting and enforcing security standards is a high priority for the centre of government.

- The head of function for digital, data and technology should continue to oversee the appointment of digital leaders, sitting on appointment panels for key appointments.

- GDS should use its expertise and strategic overview of government to identify priority work and capability gaps, and deploy teams into departments to support their work where necessary.

- GDS should place less emphasis on developing applications for cross-government use, only doing so where the market does not provide good options.

- Departments and agencies, supported by GDS, need to work together more closely to develop joined-up services and identify large savings.
Appendix: The five case study organisations

HMRC (research conducted February to May 2016)

HMRC’s digital ambitions can be traced back at least as far as the 2006 Carter Review, which recommended a wholesale move from paper-based compliance activity to digital channels. By 2012, 85% of HMRC’s transactions were already taking place online. In this context, digital transformation is about much more than putting existing processes online – it is about changing the way the organisation works to improve services and bear down on costs. For HMRC, this involves the process of bringing long-outsourced IT capabilities in-house.

In 2012, ‘HMRC digital’ was a team of just six employees in the personal tax directorate, whose main focus was building a business case for further change. It began life in a ‘customer-centric’ part of the organisation (personal tax), not with the rest of IT. Those six people faced cultural challenges – risk-aversion and control – but also technical challenges; even getting broadband into the building was difficult.

The significance of the digital agenda to the whole organisation was signalled in 2013, when ‘digital’ was added to the role of chief [digital] information officer. The 2015 Making Tax Digital strategy placed digital change at the centre of the department’s overall transformation plans.

‘HMRC digital’ now has over 800 staff spread across six locations around the UK, from Newcastle to Worthing (the latter of which opened most recently). They work in ‘digital delivery centres’, which – in layout and in organisational structure – are designed to facilitate the iterative and collaborative development of user-focused services.

‘Channel shift’ is a crucial step in ensuring that the department meets its targets for both efficiency and customer satisfaction. The expansion of ‘HMRC digital’ followed the announcement of the closures of HMRC face-to-face enquiry centres. The number of HMRC offices had gone from 539 in 2005 to 170 by 2014/15, with plans to close another 137 offices over the next five years up to 2020/21. Between 2013/14 and 2015/16, the department made £420m in efficiency savings.

The number of digitised services at HMRC is increasing rapidly. At the centre are the single tax accounts for individuals and businesses, which aim to make the process of dealing with taxes more akin to online banking: allowing people to see all their tax affairs in one place and deal with them together. The Personal Tax Account, launched in December 2015, currently has about 15 services that sit on its ‘platform’ – including informing HMRC of a change of address, claiming a tax refund and filing a personal tax return – with plans to add up to 200 services over the next few years.

Plans for businesses’ tax accounts are even more ambitious. HMRC has put forward proposals to essentially abolish the annual tax return, and replace it with a much more frequent interchange of information between the department and businesses. Digital technology makes this possible: businesses’ own accounting software can feed the relevant information directly into HMRC’s systems, via an application program interface (API). Business owners will need to make sure that their accounts are up to date, but should not need to fill out any separate forms. HMRC’s digital
teams have made great strides with the technology. The challenge is to make sure that digital
account-keeping is widely accepted by business owners.

Underpinning all of this is the exit from the Aspire contract – the largest government IT
contract ever, with a total cost of around £10bn. Exit from the contract requires a significant
shift in HMRC’s commercial activity: from dealing with one prime contractor to around 400
subcontractors. In late 2015, HMRC established a new unit – Columbus – to lead these
renegotiations. As part of this, a new government company was set up, with some of Capgemini’s
staff transferred under Transfer of Undertakings (Protection of Employment) Regulations
1981 (TUPE). This allowed HMRC to bring that capability in-house, without having to bring
those employees’ pay into line with civil service pay scales.

HMRC’s new IT architecture is being described as a ‘tax platform’. HMRC will hold the overall
architectural vision, with a variety of suppliers contributing different elements. It will integrate
some of the legacy systems, rationalising, integrating, future-proofing and updating different
parts. Building all of its services within this single architecture will allow different services in
HMRC to share technical components as well as data. This will save time and money by reducing
duplication. The infrastructure could also be made available to other parts of government,
allowing organisations with minimal digital capability to assemble new services quickly.

DVLA (research conducted June to July 2016)

As DVLA moves towards the difficult task of unpicking its legacy IT systems, it sees itself
approaching a third wave of digital transformation.

But to look back, from the launch of Direct.gov.uk in 2004, it was quick to recognise the impact
that online services could have on the way it operates. For an organisation required to keep and
maintain over 80 million records, such services could help to avoid human errors, inaccuracies and
the lengthy postal process. And so DVLA began developing and promoting online transactions. Its first big online services were applications for tax discs and provisional driving licences.

This first phase at DVLA was focused primarily on a handful of services, improving accuracy and
offering customers improved services; the second began around about five years ago – a response
to the agency’s new efficiency targets.

Road Minister Mike Penning announced wide-ranging reforms, where 39 regional offices would
close, services would centralise and more transactions would be put online. This mandate, new
leadership and the influence of GDS prompted a more ambitious phase of digital transformation.
DVLA wanted to become a centre of excellence for digital within government.

With the help of GDS, three digital exemplars were established: view driving licence, vehicle
management and personalised registration. In 2013, Iain Patterson was seconded to DVLA from
GDS as chief technology officer. Oliver Morley, the fourth chief executive in 12 months, joined
soon afterwards and together they quickly ended the IT outsourcing model that DVLA had used
for decades, which had recently become problematic. The ambitious programme of bringing IT
in-house began, and it was this decision that helped to shift GDS policy away from traditional
IT outsourcing models. DVLA, a leader told us, no longer spent “six months writing requirements
and chucking it over the fence”, only to find the wrong thing was built – it was now able to take
full control of its services and reshape the organisation in the process.
The organisation structure shifted its focus to services, with four service managers leading areas such as ‘drivers’ and ‘vehicles’. They were responsible for the end-to-end services, blending technology with an operational and customer focus. There was one person with oversight of the change and business-as-usual activity, keeping services and strategy aligned.

Agile approaches were gradually adopted for developing the exemplars and managing existing services, with blended teams of testers, customer insight people, engineers and developers working closely with operations in two-week sprints. This new approach needed new skills and capabilities. The foundations of these capabilities were people transferred from the incumbent IT supplier, but this was supplemented by training for existing staff, contractors brought on and jobs for small specialist suppliers.

The three exemplars were implemented, winning industry awards and achieving the savings, and are now part of a wider digital platform. DVLA’s systems now serve GOV.UK, Verify, insurance companies and a number of other external partners through the use of APIs, while its services interact with the Passport Office, the Driver & Vehicle Standards Agency and DWP. DVLA sees itself as a future ‘motoring hub’ within government, expanding its digital offering to be a genuine digital platform.

This digital transformation has not been without challenges. One public criticism of DVLA has related to the apparent revenue loss as a result of its scrapping of paper tax discs in favour of a digital register. The Roadside Survey on vehicle tax evasion in November 2015 estimated that non-compliance had more than doubled (from 0.6% to 1.4%) since 2013, the period in which the tax discs were phased out. Critics suggested that the end of the paper discs removed a visible reminder to motorists and enforcement, and the agency’s digital approach was counterproductive – with claims that evasion led to a revenue loss of between £200m and £400m.

DVLA itself estimates that its revenue loss as a result of evasion is around £80m, a fraction of the more than £6bn that DVLA collects. It also argues that the increase in evasion from the removal of the tax disc is the smallest element of recent revenue reduction – others include more fuel-efficient and environmentally friendly vehicles being on the road, for which lower vehicle tax rates apply.

The take-up of digital services has been rapid. But the complicated and challenging legacy systems, which sit behind these front-end services, remain largely untouched. Some date back to 1990, but are still critical to the business. The systems set some of the parameters for what services can do, and a number of external organisations are dependent on them. Their criticality and complexity mean that the next – third – phase will be challenging.

**UKTI (research conducted March to June 2016)**

Until July 2016, UKTI was an agency of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office and the Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, which helped British businesses to export and encouraged foreign companies to invest in the UK. It is now part of the Department for International Trade. UKTI undertook a wide range of activities – providing information and advice to companies at home and abroad, organising and attending events, and arranging trade missions. It carried out this work in partnership with departments and with private providers.
Although UKTI’s two fundamental functions – brokering relationships and providing information – could be supported by digital technology, the pace of digital transformation at UKTI was relatively slow. It had long operated on the assumption that personal relationships (or “putting a human in the way”) are the key to encouraging businesses of all sizes to export and invest.\(^{168}\)

However, UKTI had made progress with social media. By the time GDS was founded, it was already ‘one of the leading users of social media in government’.\(^{169}\) The UKTI blog began in 2009, and by 2011 the department was using Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube extensively to advise businesses and promote its services.\(^{170}\) By 2012–13, UKTI’s corporate website received 1.6 million visits annually, and had 80,000 registered users.\(^{171}\) Migrating that highly curated content onto GOV.UK proved challenging.\(^{172}\) The role of the digital team at this stage was not to transform UKTI’s services, but to exploit new channels to promote its existing services.

In 2014, an internal innovation unit was set up, called the Ideas Lab. Its role was to incubate new ideas and encourage change throughout UKTI, exposing its staff to the ‘culture, practices and processes’ of the internet age, if not the technologies. In its first year, the Ideas Lab did a range of things:

- research into issues such as the sharing economy
- small-scale outreach projects for targeted groups (such as women in business)
- building awareness of the customer-centric approach across UKTI.\(^{173}\)

In May 2015, Francis Maude was appointed Minister of State for Trade and Investment. Fresh from championing digital government in the Cabinet Office, Maude encouraged a more explicit shift to digital service design. He appointed a director of digital, who brought a complete digital team – with experienced developers, user researchers and service managers – from the Ministry of Justice. Their initial minimum viable product was a service to help food and drink producers export to the European Union.

The Ideas Lab stopped work on its ongoing projects, to focus on one: gathering customer insights from exporters.\(^{174}\) It produced a robust, evidence-based picture of the exporter’s journey, which can now feed into multiple teams’ work across the organisation.

The 2015 Spending Review brought a new set of changes to the department. UKTI was largely protected from the previous round of spending cuts, chasing the Chancellor’s target of doubling UK exports to £1 trillion a year by 2020. This target has been abandoned and, following the 2015 Spending Review, UKTI was set to reduce its annual spending by £22m (14%) by 2019/20.\(^{175}\)

To achieve this, UKTI began to undertake a “complete efficiency review of everything [it] offer[ed]”, under a new change director appointed in January 2016.\(^{176}\) Following her appointment, the organisation announced ‘a single digital platform to help businesses find the export information, support, and advice they need, be it from government or private sector providers’.\(^{177}\) During this period, its focus was therefore not on building full-scale, end-to-end digital services, but rather “ways of accessing services digitally or through a digital mechanism”.\(^{178}\)

Our research did not extend into understanding the role of digital in the new Department for International Trade, of which UKTI is now part.
Defra (research conducted May to June 2016)


While the digitisation of waste carrier registration went relatively smoothly and soon saw high registration and satisfaction rates (both 95%), the CAP Delivery Programme ran into major problems such that the online system eventually had to be withdrawn. This led to significant manual data entry and a sharp rise in associated costs (a 40% increase against the original business case by September 2015).

Defra has 34 arm’s-length bodies (ALBs), some of which are larger than the core department. In the new Parliament, the department has focused on bringing them closer together as ‘One Defra’ and sharing services where possible. Digital is a big component, with data acting as a catalyst for collaboration between the organisations.

As part of the 2015 Spending Review, Defra obtained funding for digital technology and data projects, and is planning to spend £66m in capital on these projects during this Parliament, to realise benefits that it forecasts at around £100m.

Over the past year, Defra has pursued an open-data programme, with strong ministerial backing. In June 2015, the then Secretary of State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, Liz Truss, announced that over 8,000 datasets from the department and its ALBs would be made available as open data before the end of June 2016. This target was exceeded by over 3,000. Publishing all these data stimulated cross-organisational working, making different ALBs aware of each other’s datasets. Opening up datasets has driven up their quality, which is vital if they are to be used for data-driven digital services.

Parliament (research conducted April to May 2016, focusing on the 2012–14 Q&A project)

Digital activity in Parliament is focused on two areas: digitising and automating internal business processes, and channelling information between members, staff and the public. Until 2015, these were dealt with by two separate units: the bicameral Parliamentary Information and Communication Technology Service (PICT) and the Web and Intranet Service (WIS). Following a review of their web activities by mySociety, they have been brought together into a new Parliamentary Digital Service, in an attempt to re-orientate Parliament’s IT services towards ‘the internet values of usability, needs focus and agility’.

This new Parliamentary Digital Service must drive change across a highly fragmented organisation. Parliament is split between two Houses (the Commons and the Lords), and hosts 650 MPs and 800 Lords and their offices, split across 11 political parties. The administration has multiple autonomous departments and offices that support the Houses of Commons and Lords (for example, the Scrutiny Unit, Private Bill Offices and Libraries).

Any attempt to change existing processes must gain buy-in from hundreds of members (some of whom do not use email), and work across multiple “small units with large amounts of autonomy and very strong identities”.


Parliament has not been put under the same financial pressure as many government organisations in recent years, but the post-2010 Whitehall spending cuts still “made everyone think in a slightly different way”.\textsuperscript{182} During this time, a focus of PICT’s work was to reduce Parliament’s printing and publishing costs. This was successful: in the House of Commons, spending on printing and publishing fell from £11.8m in 2011/12 to £7.7m in 2014/15.\textsuperscript{183} However, it reinforced the use of computer systems as a tool to reproduce existing processes on a screen, rather than a means to transform those processes: initially, these systems produced on-screen outputs that mirrored their paper predecessors exactly.\textsuperscript{184}

Over time, PICT’s work became more ambitious and digitally driven. We spoke to people involved in the Q&A project (2012–14), which digitised the process by which Written Parliamentary Questions were sent to departments, answered and published. This project involved behaviour change among 26 government departments’ correspondence offices, and the members of both Houses who no longer received their answers on paper.\textsuperscript{185} It was achieved using agile methods, by an in-house team (including contractors).\textsuperscript{186}
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